This paper presents SOCRATES, a system of programs which synthesize and optimize combinational logic circuits. from boolean equations.
INTRODUCTION
Logic synthesis programs are designed to improve engineering productivity by designing combinational circuits autgmatically.
The effectiveness of such programs depends on their ease of use, and the quality of the circuits they produce.
A number of factors that affect these characteristics are discussed below. New rules can be generated automatically from netlists of two alternatives. Figure 3 shows some example rules.
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Also, a new technology is described to the system by inserting the appropriate area and timing parameters in a technology library file.
At present, no power or testability analysis is performed on circuits, and consequently optimization of these quantites is not possible.
However, the circuit optimizer design representation does contain all the information needed to measure a circuit's power and testablity requirements.
When the ability to measure these quantites has been added, the program should be able to choose alternatives which improve these circuit characteristics as well.
Before a rule is selected, transformations on the circuit resulting from its application are attempted. The program evaluates the effects a transformation will have on other transformations in the future by performing a state search. The depth and breadth of the search tree determine how far, and how exhaustively the program looks into the future before selecting a new rule. This look-ahead mechanism enables the circuit optimizer to choose transformations which do not immediately improve a circuit, but lead to other transformations which do. Using look-ahead has resulted in average area improvements of 12 percent".
There are currently 163 rules in the circuit optimizer program.
These rules are grouped and ranked automatically by a program which evaluates their expected effect on a circuit.
A meta-level rultbased expert system uses these groupings with feedback from circuit measurements to decide where to look for the next rule, and sets the breadth and depth of the state search performed before choosing an alternative.
Mtta-rules control how area and speed are traded off against each other, and when and where CPU time is used. The current system applies rules which improve the speed of a circuit to components on critical timing paths until all timing constraints are met, or until it can make the circuit no faster. It then applies area saving rules wherever possible until no further improvements can be made. The breadth and depth of the state search used for each rule application determine the CPU time spent on a design. Currently, these quantities are set at values which have been empirically shown to yield the fastest and smallest circuits possible. A future enhancement will allow users to limit the size of these trees to allow less critical designs to be processed more efficiently.
The papers [COHEN85]" and [DEGEUS85]15 discuss the circuit optimizer, and its meta rule system in more detail.
DESIGN SCENARIOS
By maintaining distinct programs, SOCRATES provides a more flexible system than would otherwise be POSsible. A number of design scenarios are presented below to demonstrate this flexibility and to show how SOCRATES is used to solve a number of engineering problems.
Figure 4 summarizes these scenarios graphically.
In the first scenario, SOCRATES is used to design a circuit from a set of boolean equations.
In the first step of this scenario the user enters equations in the function format to a text file. If there are timing constraints on the circuit, they would be entered at this time as well. Figure 4 : Example Design Scenarios them to the user. After a syntatically correct file has been created, espresso, weak division, synthesize, and the circuit optimizer are run to create a circuit. To view or analyze the new circuit, the user runs draft or display. If the circuit meets its constraints, tdlout converts the design to TDL format. If the constraints are not met, new constraints must be formulated.
Weak division and/or the circuit optimizer can then be rerun to create a new circuit.
In another scenario, SOCRATES starts with an existing circuit that needs to be made smaller or faster. The circuit is read in with tdlin and a constraint specification section is added. The design can now be massaged at a circuit level with the circuit optimizer, or its logic can be reworked first by running extract, compile, espresso, weak division, and synthesize, and then running the circuit optimizer.
If the architecture of the original circuit has already been carefully designed and optimized, a rework by espresso and weak division may not be necessary. If the logic of the circuit has not been reduced, though, these programs should be run. The user could also try both alternatives and choose the best circuit.
When finished, cd/out builds a TDL representation of the circuit and replaces any sequential elements removed by tdlin.
To convert a TTL design to CMOS, or visa versa, a design is read in with cd/in, and run through the circuit optimizer with the appropriate technology library.
Any two circuits can be tested for functional equivalence by running them both through extract and compile and then using the compare program.
SOCRATES programs can also be used individually.
.For example, PAL or PLA logic can be minimized using compile, espresso and weak division. Many other scenarios are also possible; some of the experiments described in the next section illustrate this.
RESULTS

This
section presents the results of running SOCRATES on a set of benchmark circuits' prepared for the 1986 Design Automation Conference. Several experiments were run to demonstrate both the power and the flexibility of the system. Circuit areas for all of the experiments are quoted in terms of two input gate equivalents, and in terms of the number of actual gates used. Circuit delays are quoted in nanoseconds.
Both the sum of the delays to all outputs, and the delay of the slowest output are shown. CPU times are quoted in terms of VAX 780 minutes; the VAX 780 is a 1 MIP machine.
Except were noted, all circuits were synthe&d in General Electric's two micron gate array series, and delays and areas are quoted in terms of this technology. In the first experiment SOCRATES was run on each In the second experiment the same circuits were resynthesized for minimum total delay by constraining the delay at each output to one nanosecond.
Both weak division and the circuit optimizer were rerun since both perform timing related optimizations. Table  3 summarizes the results of these runs. On average, these circuits are 53 percent faster and 64 percent larger than those synthesized in experiment one. Figure 5 shows the two circuits created for example RD53.
On the left is the circuit optimized for area, and on the right is the circuit optimized for speed.
In the next experiment example Rd53 was run under increasingly severe timing constraints.
The results in Figure  6 show the area/speed trade-offs for this example and demonstrate how SOCRATES can be used to explore a design space quickly and easily. of the hand design was 169.6 nanoseconds.
It s worst delay through the circuit was 31.1 nanoseconds, and it used 100 equivalent two input gates. SOCRATES's circuit had a total delay of 170.7 nanoseconds.
It s worst delay was 31.8 nanoseconds, and it used 105.5 equivalent two input gates. Overall, the hand designed circuit was faster, but by less than one percent. SOCRATES used two hours of CPU time to create its circuit; the engineer worked on the design for six weeks.
SUMMARY
This paper has presented SOCRATES, a system of programs which automatically synthesizes combinational circuits from functional specifications. SOCRATES uses boolean, algebraic and circuit level optimization techniques to synthesize circuits whose size and speed compare well with circuits designed by expert circuit designers. SOCRATES is easy to USC, and flexible enough to handle a variety of synthesis tasks. SOCRATES can synthesize circuits from boolean equations, or from existing circuits in the same, or different technologies.
SOCRATES can also be easily changed to design in new technologies.
